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Photographer: EREZ SHILAT
Country: ISRAEL
f/ 5 | 1/ 15sec | ISO 800

Traditional woodworking. I found it difficult to create an
interesting image that would emphasize the spirit of the work
and would be happy to get improvement suggestions. I tried
many setups before setting this one, most were boring. Most
light is natural light coming from the image right, but I used a
snooted flash low from the left to give the hand and the chisel
handle more structure. I wanted the low shutter speed to get
the motion blur for the hammer.

DRILL INSTRUCTOR'S MEMO
WELCOME TO ISSUE 19 OF
PHOTO BOOTCAMP MAGAZINE!
Going deep with our photography is a great way to help
us tell the story of our subject. We create a more
meaningful connection by getting to know the
person/ landscape or subject and sharing that with our
viewers so they too can understand and see the story
we?re telling with our images.
This may not always be an easy process, it will push you
to work a little harder to get more out of the image than
just your postcard shot. You?ll feel more connected to
your subject and that will show in the final outcome.

Brent Mail

This month?s BootCamp Challenge is all about going
deep. The hows and whys of going deep are included in
the challenge to help you better understand what it
means to choose one subject and go deep with it.
Get up close and personal with BootCamp member
images that tell the story of their choice of subject for
going deep.

GOING DEEP

GOING DEEP

"Great photography
is about depth of feeling,
not depth of field."
~Peter Adams

GOING DEEP

What does it mean to go deep photographically?
When you want to go really deep within a photograph the first thing to do is to choose one subject and
spend time with it. This subject can be a person, friend, family or maybe if you?re feeling particularly brave, a
stranger. Spend some time getting to know them, sit down and listen to them, ask them questions and find
out what their story is. Take notes and pay attention to your own emotions and reactions.
Your subject can also be a landscape, cityscape or just a portion of either of those. Is there a particular tree
nearby that has it?s own story? What about that abandoned building that?s been standing for years? Do
some research and find out the story behind your subject if it?s not a person. Think about the best ways you
can tell that story in an image or a series of images.
Why is going deep important?
Everyone and everything has a story. In this day and age, we?re all working to get the postcard shot, the
pretty landscape and to record the scene we see. These are lovely and beautiful but sometimes they?re just
that and they do not present any further information. Going deep, shooting with meaning and impact and
getting to know your subject can help add more to that which would be postcard shot. We can add
character, and we can add the why behind a person or scene. These help the viewer of your images feel
more and be transported when they look at your images.

GOING DEEP

How do I tell a story?
Telling a story in photography is sometimes overwhelming. We question how a tree can be a story or an
architectural image can be a story. Break it down to make it simple. Choose your subject, choose something
or someone that has meaning to you personally. After you?ve gotten to know your subject make sure you
know the right times to create the images, the right lighting and the rhythm of the person or subject.
Scout your subject/ location and create sketch shots. Take several images in different ways, angles and light.
See what works, figure out which lens works best to create that story.
The composition is key in storytelling and creating impact. Be sure to arrange your subject and any other
elements in the scene in the way that tells the story the best.
Remember, you tell the story different than anyone. Share these stories (images) with your subject, print and
frame them and give them as a gift.

M EM BERS'
IM AGES

Photographer: JANETTE PLANCK
Country: AUSTRALIA
ff/ 5.6 1/ 200sec ISO100

I have been inspired by the B & W images, so
thought I would try my first conversion from
colour. I used Lightroom and then had my first
attempt at using Silver Efex Pro 2. I think the
image may still be a little flat, but not sure how
to improve. I will just have to keep
experimenting! Also really happy to finally be
able to load an image. I have had to finally use
Chrome, whereas previous to the Framing
challenge I was happily using Safari.

Feedback: PAUL LOMBARD
Country: USA
I like this shot from an aspect of the "timeless"
nature that you've captured with black and
white, and the subject. His face, clothing, the
activity and surrounding equipment could be
from the 1930's, or today. With that in mind, I'd
leave off the colorizing to retain that sense of
mystery to the time frame.

Photographer: CHRISTIAN PIRON
Country: BELGIUM
f/ 9.0 | 1/ 400sec | ISO 100 | 18mm

When walking in a big city, there are a variety of
different buildings. Among them also high ones with
living units and office space. During my walk between
those buildings I look not only around me at eye level
but also upwards. It is sometimes quite remarkable
what can be seen. With my picture I try to visualize
how beautiful a human made construction can be with
the reflected colours in the windows and the curves of
the construction. Beside this I want to show the
feeling seeing them reaching to the sky.

Feedback: BRENT MAIL
Country: AUSTRALIA
Simply stunning Christian! I think what makes
this image so good are the blue reflected
windows amongst the copper coloured
superstructure, it's like there is a little window
into nature within a man made creation. Love
all the curvy lines and I think that single white
ceiling light within the blue window really
grabs my attention. Stunning!

Photographer: DAVE KOH
Country: SINGAPORE
NIKON D500
f/ 2.8 | 1/ 160sec | ISO 3200 | 135mm

The same dance series, emphasizing on the full
stretch and concentration on the dancers.

Feedback: CHRISTIAN PIRON
Country: BELGIUM
Dave, great picture with a scene in full action
although frozen at the right moment. Good
composition. Strong leading lines in the triangle
woman- man- umbrella. Personally I like both
versions coloured and B&W. Well done.

Photographer: KERRIE CLARKE
Country: AUSTRALIA
f/ 11 | 1/ 4sec | ISO 250 | 17mm

My heart really lies with nature based
photography, so for this challenge I'm
attempting to get up close and deep within
the forest, which is about 10 mins from my
house. It's been about waiting for a
shimmer of light to penetrate the forest
floor through the tall overhead canopy.
Moss on Tree Fern trunk. Cropped from
both sides to eliminate distracting
vegetation.

Feedback: DENISE MCKAY
Country: USA
Really nice photo of your forest Kerrie. I
like all of the different textures, the moss,
bark on the trees, different sizes of trunks,
limbs, lighting, etc. It gives me a sense of
beginning a mysterious adventure trekking
through this forest.

Photographer: DENISE O'BRYNE
Country: IRELAND
f/ 5.6 | 1/ 320sec | ISO 800 | 35mm

I have learned a lot from all the shots posted
this month. I must say a great standard of
photograph with a wide variety of themes. I have
finally decided to post the following three shots
taken on the 13th of this month at my Nephew's
wedding. I have tried to capture the relief and
joyful emotion between Son, Mother and Father.
His father some 19 years back had a Liver
Transplant, and his mother - Fiona - for the past
12 months has been battling Throat Cancer.
Thank God they were all okay and well enough to
take their place on a joyous occasion. These
shots may not full fill the brief in its entirety but
to me they and family they are the ones we will
cherish to have.

Feedback: LAURI NOVAK
Country: USA
What a wonderful group of family portraits to
have Denise O'Byrne, I hope you have them
printed and framed.

Photographer: TESSA BLEWCHAMP
Country: UNITED KINGDOM
f/ 11 | 1/ 125sec | ISO 100 | 85mm

I've spent a lot of time deciding on what subject to
pick this month - my cats, something in the
garden, local scenery or my husband. In the end, I
decided on the husband! I tried a few sketch
shots of him doing stuff, but didn't get any results
that worked for me. Last week I attended a
Hollywood lighting workshop and I took
inspiration from there and went for a portrait.
Having tried some attempts at suave and
sophisticated, we eventually agreed that a more
relaxed approach worked better. I made a few
minor adjustments in Lightroom and applied a
preset to give it a more gritty, vintage feel.

Feedback: BARBARA ANGST HALL GILBERT
Country: USA
What a great portrait! You did an excellent job with
lighting and positioning of the subject. I enjoy the old
fashion look which allows the subject to pop more from
the picture.

Photographer: SARA O'BREIN
Country: USA
f/ 6.3 | 1/ 125sec | ISO 400 | 300mm

This is my husband practicing shooting his
new bow. He likes to deer hunt both with
his rifle and bow. He has a shooting lane in
the yard. I took a few images and thought
this one would be first. This was an evening
shoot, and I quickly was losing the light.

Feedback: SIG RANNEM
Country: CANADA
Interesting shot Sara! I especially like the
concentration in your husbands face and
eyes, but also the lighting and the nice
background bokeh. Well done!

Photographer: RICHARD HUTSON
Country: USA
SONY A7RLV
f/ 11 | 1/ 125sec | ISO 100 | 24mm

?Looking Straight Up?showing how the SalesForce
Tower looks from ground level. This image is
composed with the tower soaring above the
geometrical pattern of the undulating metal
façade on the adjacent San Francisco Transit
Center. The shot was taken a few days ago. I have
also posted this image next to the first two
images, near the beginning of this challenge, so
that you can see all three of the SalesForce Tower
images together.

Feedback: JOHN DONNELLY
Country: AUSTRALIA
Love this composition Richard, combining the
curve wall with the tower behind, really works.
well done.

Photographer: VALERIE WORTHEN
Country: USA
f/ 11 | 1/ 100sec | ISO 100 | 38mm

My passion is wildlife anything nature and scenery (if
it has a water reflection it's a double win). I have
struggled with what going deep really means to me
and whether to stay with one subject or a couple. I
spent the day in Grand Teton National Park last week
and took well over 100 photos of some beautiful
landscapes. I hope to post a follow up photo as I plan
to go back to this site for another day of shooting,
hopefully before month's end, as the colors are
changing and we have had our first dusting of snow.

Feedback: CHRISTIAN PIRON
Country: BELGIUM
Valerie, great picture. As if I am part of
a landscape into a postcard with my
feet in the water. Great balanced
composition. Very nice to see the
layering: foreground, water, trees, and
mountains. Great colours. Well done.

Photographer: CHRISTINE ROCHER
Country: AUSTRALIA
This is from my Passion Project - Impressionism,
fine art photography series. This one is called
'Detachment'. The thought process behind this
image, was to photograph a portrait without
showing the eyes, and of course to tell a story to
be thought provoking.

Feedback: VALERIE WORTHEN
Country: USA
What a creative mind you have, a technique I
would never have thought about. You have
accomplished your goal as this is definitely a
conversation piece! Kinda like a Hitchcock
movie scene.

Photographer: JOHN DONNELLY
Country: AUSTRALIA
An image is of Marco a local market artist,
Marco comes from Peru who specialize in
Miniature's. I love his joy in sharing his
work, which I have tried to convey. took a lot
of patience and getting the shot through
the spectators.

Feedback: KERRIE CLARKE
Country: AUSTRALIA
Wow, John. The separation between the guy
and his audience is awesome! Love your
composition. Beautiful in B&W and
beautiful story telling. A great progression
to your first post. Really well shot.

Photographer: KATHLEEN FEELEY
Country: USA
f/ 11 | 1/ 500sec | ISO 100 | 44mm

When diagnosed with breast cancer 5 years ago,
my Daughter and I made a pact we would travel
to our favorite city, Paris, every year we could to
celebrate 'joie de vivre' - - just got back from our
4th trip a few days ago and racing to meet the
deadline. My Going Deep subject is the Eiffel
Tower. It is my beacon when wandering the
streets of Paris and these pictures reflect my
recovery mantra.

Feedback: JANETTE PLANCK
Country: AUSTRALIA
Themes of focus, courage and hope can be easily seen in
your photos Kathleen. You have successfully portrayed
your mantra and in doing so portrayed a part of your
personal journey. Congratulations on 2 counts. Firstly,
that you are cancer free (Yeh! ! ! ! ) , secondly that you
have captured some fabulous and unique images of
Paris. Not easy as the place is so widely photographed!

Photographer: CHRISTOPHER GOFF
Country: USA
f/ 5.0 | 1/ 500sec | ISO 4000 | 90mm

This is image of ?going deep? for the essence of
cat. I kept trying different paths but running into
dead ends until, in the late stages of shooting,
things seemed to come all together in this one.
As others, also best in full screen. Cropped to
have nothing extraneous ? just quintessential
cat. And yes, Brent, we had a book of the shoot
printed for presentation to the cat?s owner,
including both this color and a B&W version of
the final one in full size, as well as lots of cute
'out takes' for the memories.

Feedback: KATHY POTTER
Country: USA
I think animal photography is difficult. I try to
capture my dogs and they just don't cooperate.
So for me, this is amazing, not just because it is
such a perfect shot, the light is amazing, but
because the cat cooperated. Or maybe he was
just ignoring you!

Photographer: LAURI NOVAK
Country: USA
I am not a portrait photographer but over the
years have been capturing images of my
stepson, Ryan. Ryan has cerebral palsy and
is mostly an absolute joy to be around. He
has his moments just like the rest of us
though. Here is one of the first images from
the series that would be going deep with
Ryan, his mannerisms, his expressions and
showing who he is.

Feedback: JANETTE PLANCK
Country: AUSTRALIA
Beautiful image Lauri. I love your depth of field.
You successfully portray the frailty of Ryan's
condition through your focus on his hands. My
heart goes out to him.

Photographer: PETER BRODY
Country: USA
f/ 5.6 | 1/ 20sec | ISO 400 | 15mm

For the past six years, my dog, Kevin and I have been
volunteering once a week on my day off at a local
hospital and nursing home. Kevin is a certified pet
therapy dog. This is a picture of Kathy, a resident at
the nursing home. She is the first person that greets
us every Monday. Yesterday was an extremely
emotional day for her. Earlier in the day, her best
friend had passed away. Seeing her friend, Kevin,
was the greatest gift I could give her to ease her
sadness. Her smile says everything you need to
know that he brightened her spirits. Thank you,
Brent for pushing me to step out of my comfort zone
of landscape photography to have brought my
camera on this particular day.

Feedback: GINA SKINNER
Country: USA
This is a very touching image, Peter. She is not
just holding Kevin; her embrace is very heartfelt
as seen by the way she has wrapped her arms
around him, needing the comfort of his
accepting, quiet, gentle spirit. Look at Kathy's
chin and move up to her shoulder, down around
the outside of her arm to her elbow, then up to
her hand and continue to follow the line of
Kevin's face pressed against hers, perhaps you
will see what I see, a heart :) Wonderful capture!

Photographer: WAYNE ZUSSMAN
Country: USA
f/ 5.6 | 1/ 20sec | ISO 400 | 15mm

I've been in Alaska the past two weeks on a
wildlife photography workshop and had a great
time. Have a late flight tonight, so I hope to
comment on everyone's images when I return. I
wanted to submit my three images taken of bears
taken at Crescent Lake in Lake Clark National Park
in Alaska. We traveled in small boats along the
coast line, sometimes within 30 yards of the
bears, but the bears were much more interested
in the salmon and getting ready for the long cold
winter than us photographers.

Feedback: SIG RANNEM
Country: CANADA
Wayne, this is a fabulous shot - perfect timing
and I love the dark background and the water
droplets in front. It all shows the power of this
animal. Great job!

Photographer: AMY WHITT
Country: USA
CANON T3 REBEL
f/ 2 | 1/ 80sec | ISO 400 | 50mm

I got a chance to do some sight seeing the other day
and decided to check out an Abbey. I actually didn't
see this when I first walked through the arch way
into the gardens. When I was heading out I almost
passed it again but so glad I did. What got my
attention was where does that door go to and how
cool is it to have a tree right there. This side
entrance is actually another way you can get into
the gardens. Now that I have been looking at the
photo for a bit I realize that I could have moved it to
the right a bit. I brought down the exposure and
adjusted the shadows. Then I got the crazy idea of
black and white. I absolutely love the different
textures.

Feedback: CHRISTIAN PIRON
Country: BELGIUM
Amy, great picture. For me, the coloured version
gives me a rather fairy like feeling with the framing,
the composition and the soft colours. Due the
colours in the background in contrast with the
almost B&W foreground it gives more depth to the
scenery. Well done.

FEATURED
ARTIST

F E A T URE D DEN ISE M CKAY
IM A G E U SA

Photographer: DENISE MCKAY
Country: USA
SONY A7III
f/ 5.6 | 1/ 30sec | ISO 200 | 90mm

I spent hours with this flower in my home studio. I combined natural light from a large window with a continuous LED
light filtered through a white umbrella. I moved the light several times, moved the flower, moved my camera, etc. all in
the attempt to capture the feeling of a warm embrace from the curled petals in the center of the rose. I then spent
more hours in post- processing to accentuate the texture of the rose petals that sometimes aren't as apparent until
you are taking a macro shot. This was my result. The rose was actually yellow, but I converted it to a duo- tone image.

GETTING TO KNOW
OUR FEA TURED A RTIST:
DEN ISE M CKAY | USA
Brent: How did you develop an interest in photography?
Denise: Ever since I was old enough to hold a crayon, I have
always had an interest in art. Drawing, painting, print making;
I was always creating. When I was a teenager, my boyfriend
would take pictures of his back- packing adventures and
share them with me. It was seeing him capture beautiful
landscapes with his 35 mm film camera, way before digital
existed, that got me started. I realized a very long time ago,
that photography was an art form, just using a different set
of tools.
Brent: Who influenced you the most? Is there any other
photographer that you consider as a kind of idol?
Denise: There are actually three flower photographers who
inspire me; Kathleen Clemons, Anne Belmont, and Jackie
Kramer. But I have admired the works of many different
photographers in many different genres over the years. I?m
always discovering new ones that take my breath away.
Even the people at BootCamp and others that I meet at
classes and workshops. The list would fill a book!
Brent: What is your favorite inspirational quote?
Denise: I don?t have one favorite. Words that inspire me
change on a regular basis.
Brent: What does photography mean to you?
Denise: Taking a photograph allows me to capture and hold
on to the feeling I had about the object, place, or person at
that moment in time, and share it with others.

F E A T URE D DEN ISE M CKAY
IM A G E U SA

Brent: What are your favorite kinds of photography?
Denise: I love taking macro and close- up nature photography; especially flowers. But I also enjoy and admire
still- life photography, architecture, and environmental portraits.
Brent: What makes the good picture stand out from the average?
Denise: To me, a good picture is one that makes you feel and think when you see it. It makes you stop, and takes
your imagination on a journey as you gaze at it.

F E A T URE D DEN ISE M CKAY
IM A G E U SA

Brent: Tell us about the featured image: What was the inspiration behind it? What was your process to get it? How
did you do the post processing?
Denise: I have been working hard at really ?seeing? my subject, and trying to analyze what grabbed me when I saw
it. The BootCamp challenge to ?go deep? happened right at the time I was really focused on that exact thing! Since
flowers are my favorite subject matter, I chose to go deep with this rose. I purchased some flowers that I liked and
brought them home to really spend time looking at them and working with them without battling the wind,
changing light conditions, etc. I set this rose up in a vase and worked on different camera positions, used various
combinations of continuous LED and natural light, and just experimented over and over to try to capture what I
was seeing and feeling. The softness of all of the curves, the way the light bounced off the petals, the textures that
appeared using a macro lens, and the feeling that the interior petals were wrapped around each other like an
embrace; I wanted to capture all of that. I used Lightroom to do all of my basic adjustments, then converted the
flower to a dual- tone image using a filter in Topaz Studio 2. However, I jumped back into Lightroom and further
adjusted the photo to customize the effects of the dual- tone filter.

F E A T URE D DEN ISE M CKAY
IM A G E U SA

Brent: What kind of tools do you use for post processing?
Denise: I primarily use Lightroom and a bit of Photoshop, and recently started using Topaz Studio 2. I have
dabbled with the NIK collection of software as well.
Brent: How would you describe your photography style?
Denise: Artistic, or fine art photography is what I?m striving for. My style is still a work in progress but I want to
take my subject matter and lift it up artistically.
Brent: What do you want your viewers to take away from your work?
Denise: I hope that they can see how beautiful, unique, and diverse the natural world is when we get in close and
open our hearts and minds to what?s around us.

M EM BERS'
IM AGES

Photographer: BARBARA ANGST HALL GILBERT
Country: USA
NIKON D5300
f/ 6.3 | 1/ 2000sec | ISO 250 | 300mm

I finally got my book published on Amazon. Took a lot of
work and still is with all the marketing etc. I also was out
on a Women's bike ride event which gave me an
opportunity to do some photography. I took a really cool
photo of some seagulls perching on fencing posts out in
the marsh of Blackwater National Wildlife Refuge. It gave
me such a relaxed zen like feeling that I needed to share
it with you all. I made a few adjustments in lightroom
and then used photoshop with the nik silver efex pro to
convert it to black and white.

Feedback: JUAN ACOSTA
Country: USA
Congrats on your book Barbara. This
picture would be something I can stare at
if i were meditating. Well done.

Photographer: BRUCE PATTERSON
Country: USA
f/ 5.6 | 1/ 160sec | ISO 800 | 120mm

A shot of my friend Jerry in Wisconsin,
USA. He is a professional product
photographer that happens to play some
very good Blues Harp. I was a pro- bono
photographer at a weekly jam in hamlet
of Star Prairie for several years.

Feedback: SARA O'BRIEN
Country: USA
Nice job Bruce. You can see he enjoys
what he does.

Photographer: CINDI KISIEL - SMITH
Country: USA
f/ 11 | 1/ 60sec | ISO 100 | 35mm

An image of the old town of Sarlat la Caneda France
and my dive into how people have modified these
ancient buildings for today's world. This was taken
from the old belfry of the church which has been
repurposed as a daily market. They added an elevator
in the belfry for access to the wonderful view. I liked
the chaos of all the textures of the ancient roofs and
the intrusion of the satellite dishes and antennae to
provide modern convenience in an ancient
environment. Cropped and processed in Lightroom.

Feedback: LAURI NOVAK
Country: USA
Oh this would be a fun puzzle. Beautiful tones and
colors in this that show off the character of these
homes.

Photographer: DERRYL FRIESEN
Country: THAILAND
For 32 years I have had the honour of
serving some of the most remote, isolated
and underprivileged ethnic people groups
of the world. This month I had the honour
of traveling to Brazil to witness one of
these ethnic people groups not only
celebrating the preservation of their
priceless language and culture (read: an
alphabet in their language, literacy and
education), but their collaborating with
other Amazonian minority groups to do the
same. This shot was taken during a deeply
meaningful cultural dance, giving gratitude
to the Creator of the Universe for their
lives, language and culture. I love the
intense gaze of this young man as he
celebrates New Life and the art of dance of
his own people.

Feedback: VALERIE WORTHEN
Country: USA
I really like this photo Derryl. You have
captured an intensity in the eyes of the
subject. Good framing and details. The dark
blue really adds to the dramatic feel. Well
done. My thoughts are with you and your
wife as you continue on the healing
process. Keep that faith!

Photographer: DIANA ZILAHY
Country: USA
NIKON 7100
f/ 11 | 1/ 200sec | ISO 200

I have taken many, many photos of
my granddaughter but seeing her
interacting with a new friend (a
neighbor's granddaughter) seemed
to capture her total personality.

Photographer: JUAN ACOSTA
Country: USA
CANON 5D MIV
f/ 6.3 | 1/ 80sec | ISO 8000 | 100mm

I tried capturing the window reflected in
the eye and as a bonus I caught myself
taking the picture.

Feedback: PETER BRODY
Country: USA
Juan, when I kept enlarging the photo, I
was amazed at seeing your hand on the
right side of the iris. The hand counterbalances with the reflection of the window.

Photographer: KATHY POTTER
Country: USA
f/ 7.1 | 1/ 800sec | ISO 1000 | 30mm

The final image is "going deep" to see the
very bottom of the grotto. I love the water
drops and all of the different colors created
by some of the light coming in through the
window.

Feedback: GINA SKINNER
Country: USA
My favorite... You've saved the best for last! I
love the pattern of ripples created by the
water drops, similar yet uniquely different
and overlapping each other :) The colors are
unique and have a calm, soothing feel...
tranquil.

Photographer: LAIMA RATAJCZAK
Country: AUSTRALIA
f/ 16 | 1/ 125sec | ISO 400

This challenge had me stumped to begin
with but then I realised that the reason for
me becoming interested in true photography
and owning a DSLR was my love of
wildflowers and since we were heading
down to the Fitzgerald National Park I would
use this opportunity to "GO Deep" and try to
capture a few interesting images. This area
has 2000 vascular plant species native to
this area and 75% are endemic Absolutely
amazing! Because I've been away I hope
presenting 3 images at once can be forgiven.

Feedback: KERRIE CLARKE
Country: AUSTRALIA
Great series, Laima. I love the wax flower
image, the lighting is really beautiful
combined with the dark background. I like
that you've rotated the image to place the
stem in the corner, however I may give it just
a little more breathing room to the left and
top. You are photographing a beautiful part
of WA. That south west corner, in Spring, has
on my bucket list for way too long!

Photographer: LEILA GONZALEZ SULLIVAN
Country: USA
While I was riding the train from Manhattan back to
my home, I happened to catch this little guy peering
out the window in the seat ahead of mine. He was
so intent and I liked the unusual framing from
looking between the seats. What was he thinking?
focused on? Where was he going? Was it his first
train ride? I took dozens of photos and decided
these two were my favorites. Taken with my
iPhone X.

Feedback: LAURA GRIFFITHS
Country: UNITED KINGDOM
I love these 2 photos because I think you have
captured the essence of a child's quiet curiosity. He
wants to see what is going past the window but is
peaceful about it, rather than bumping up and
down and calling out to his travel companion in
excitement. My opinion, you have captured
innocence superbly. The frame of the seats just
pinpoints the location without words being
necessary.

Photographer: NICK ELLIS
Country: AUSTRALIA
f/ 8 | 2.5sec | ISO 50 | 38mm

Another focus stack - though using a
different technique because of the depth of
the spray. Cymbidium (which are flowering
profusely at the moment) 25 images.

Feedback: CINDI KISIEL - SMITH
Country: USA
Lovely, Nick. I haven't tried focus stacking, but
you have inspired me. The orchids are so vivid
against the background. Very well done.

Photographer: PAMELA MOULTON CARHART
Country: USA
Our trip to Alaska was a wonderful experience. This
picture is taken on a glacier. The ice underneath was
such a deep vibrant blue that I had to share.
Although I am in the picture, I did set the camera.

Feedback: VALERIE WORTHEN
Country: USA
Very nice way to capture a good memory. Love
the colors in the glacier and your composition
gives a depth perspective.

Photographer: PAUL LOMBARD
Country: USA
PENTAX K1
f/ 13 | 1/ 250sec | ISO 1600 | 240mm

We're lucky in St Louis MO USA to live in the
Monarch Butterfly migratory path, and I've
become somewhat entranced by the
metamorphosis they undergo, advancing from
egg to caterpillar to pupa to finally emerge as
a beautiful butterfly. This shot is from our
backyard, where this little guy (gal?) has taken
a home on a milkweed plant with a Mexican
petunia poking itself into the frame. I think
these, and most insects, look prehistoric or
otherworldly when captured in macro. The
caterpillar is in the fourth larvae stage, with
one more to go before the cocoon. I hope to
capture that for my next submission - time
willing and if it remains where we can find it. It
will then be another 2 weeks before the
chrysalis emerges. I went to f/ 13 to try to get
more definition in the petunia...likely should
have just backed up?

Feedback: LEILA GONZALES SULLIVAN
Country: USA
I see lots of monarchs at this time of year near our beach
house. They seem to be heading south rather than to California
and Mexico. Have never seen the caterpillar stage and love your
use of complementary colors of yellow and purple. The blurred
background makes us "go deep" into this image and your POI.

Photographer: PAUL SCOTT
Country: UNITED KINGDOM
OLYMPUS E5
f/ 8 | 1/ 100sec | ISO 100 | 36mm

The Grand Union Canal on England's Waterways,
which had their heyday in the 1800's. Me and my
wife spent three days at different locations along
the canal bank, and as boats passed through the
various locks, I tried to engage with the people on
those narrow boats to find out where they were
heading, how far they had come, etc. The image I
have chosen tells a story, about two boats which
just by chance ended up in the same lock.The boat
on the left was being steered by a lady who owned
the boat and was passing on some useful
information about the canals, and some of its
history whilst they were waiting for the next lock
to clear. The boat on the right was being steered
by a man who was on holiday from Victoria BC. I
cropped it slightly edited it in Lightroom.

Feedback: SIG RANNEM
Country: CANADA
Hi Paul, this is a nice human interaction shot! It
immediately makes me wonder what they are
talking about. Although you say this was an
encounter by chance, the feeling I get from the
image is that it was actually planned. Nice
capture, well done!

Photographer: RODNEY CHARLTON
Country: AUSTRALIA
f/ 4 | 1/ 125sec | ISO 250 | 60mm

For this challenge I thought about going deep into some flowers and perhaps finding some insects (which are my passion
project) and took quite a number of photos over the last couple of weeks, however I didn't get a suitable shot. So I spent
another few hours over last weekend trying again, without the insects. I wanted to get the centre of the daisy in focus but
with lots of bokeh in the petals, so used focus stacking. My main problem was the wind, which at this close macro range
always seemed to make the flower move, however I wanted to get the shot in the field rather than cut the flower and take
it inside. My camera can automatically do focus bracketing so can quickly capture a dozen or more shots which is handy in
this windy situation - just had to wait for the breeze to stop enough then (gently) touch the shutter. I am happy with this
one of a daisy although there was just a touch of movement which affected a couple of the stacked images.

Feedback: DENISE MCKAY
Country: USA
Rodney, I think you achieved your
objective! The center looks tack sharp,
and I love all of the details and color.

Photographer: SHEREE EBANKS
Country: CAYMAN ISLANDS
f/ 4 | 46sec | ISO 1600 | 15mm

I have been trying for a few years on capturing the Milky
Way with absolutely no success. I feel I have made a
breakthrough, and although the composition in this shot is
not wonderful, I feel I am getting there. My next attempt
will be where the light pollution is not as great; although
tonight we had some mild cloud to cloud lightning while I
was working on this! I have been fascinated with shooting
the skies and have been successful in capturing moon
photos--- many, many moons ago (pun intended! )--- for
me this really is going deep as while photography takes a
great deal of patience, I find shooting the skies takes a lot
more! ---you really have to work settings, and also know
your camera-- I worked with different focal lengths, ISO
settings, time....so it was calculated. The heat and
mosquitoes finally chased me back inside to work on
adjusting. I adjusted the temperature to 4850, upped the
exposure and contrast and did a little cropping of the light
noise at the bottom.

Feedback: RICHARD HUTSON
Country: USA
Sheree, You have taken on a very challenging subject
and created a beautiful image. I have not yet ventured
into night photography, but hope to learn more about it.

Photographer: SIG RANNEM
Country: CANADA
f/ 8 | 1/ 100sec | ISO 100 | 24mm

It?s obvious that a lot of imagination,
ingenuity and hard work has gone into
capturing and processing them - makes
me feel proud to be part of BootCamp!
Based on the title of this month's
challenge I couldn't resist this shot "Going Deep" in Iceland, on the
Vatnajokul glacier - Europe's largest.
The photo shows a "moulin", which is
part of a glacier's plumbing system. I
love glaciers for their beauty - colours
and patterns, and for their importance
in controlling the temperature of our
planet. If you can, go see a glacier (just
like Pamela below) while they still
exist! We all know global warming is
for real? Touched up in Lightroom.

Feedback: WAYNE ZUSSMAN
Country: USA
Wonderful image. While recently in
Alaska, I visited several glaciers and just
sat for a long time looking at their beauty.
I was so taken aback, I stopped taking
photos. Other than a lunar eclipse, it
maybe the most beautiful single thing I
have ever seen in nature. As Sig suggests,
if you ever have the chance, make sure
you visit one.

Photographer: TIM CLELAND
Country: USA
CANON EOS 20D
f/ 14 | 1/ 100sec | ISO 400 | 300mm

We were unfortunate to have a fire
last weekend that wreaked havoc on
our 100-year-old bridge. I was
watching the crew and wondered how
many individuals it would have taken
to replace all damaged rails and
bridge sections. The estimate for this
repair is about two weeks. As you can
see, laborers are there to do their
thing but technology has allowed the
heavy work of removing old damaged
rails and delivering new ones with a
machine that rides on rails.
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